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Randi begins her day in gym class, where she is partnered with Betty as they stretch, and do their 
beginning of class jog. Throughout, Betty prattles on about the evening she spent with Jimmy last night. 
Randi does not pay attention to her, as she is busy daydreaming about Carson as she watches him finish 
his run and move off the track to chat with Ms. Love while the rest complete their laps. Betty, tired of 
speaking to herself demands to know what Randi is thinking about. Randi smiles coyly and nods in 
Carson's direction. Betty snorts, shakes her head, and pulls ahead of Randi - laughing as she runs. 
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Confused and angry, Randi speeds up to try and catch Betty. Randi grabs her by the shoulder and demands 
to know why she was laughing. Betty smirks and simply points over at Carson, who is schmoozing it up 
with Ms. Love. 
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Randi watches the two throughout class and notices that there are far too many signals passing between 
them. She also knows that she cannot compete with Love directly, but she might just be able to eliminate 
her… 
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Randi skips her next class. While Love is in the teacher's lounge, Randi hacks her way into Love’s office. 
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Everywhere Randi looks there are pictures and sketches of Carson. Poems professing her affections for 
him. Randi takes pictures of everything. 
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Meanwhile, in the lounge, Sally is arguing with Victoria concerning her obsession with the hiccup disease 
while ignoring its far more dangerous cousin, “the burping death", which kills far more people annually. 
Waxman watches in amusement. 
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Continuing her snooping Randi notices the day planner lying on the desk. She opens it to today's page, 
where there is a giant purple heart. Inside this heart is Carson's name, the word ‘weight room', and 19:00. 

 


